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ABSTRACT
Planning has been an important subject in the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for over
three decades. Planning is the problem of seeking a series of actions (that is, a plan) that
will accomplish a desired goal. Most planning approaches rely on a single processor or a
single-agent paradigm. Unfortunately, in a complex world, a single agent may not be
sufficient to optimally solve the problem. Distributed Planning is a sub-field of
Distributed AI that involves multi-agents working together to solve large planning
problems. Distribution may speed up the traditional planning system through parallelism.
Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning is an AI planning methodology that creates
plans by task decomposition. SHOP (Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner) is a domainindependent HTN planning system designed by Dana Nau et al. that plans for tasks in the
same order that they will later be executed. This thesis aims at

designing and

implementing a distributed version of SHOP (that is, DSHOP) and running it on a high
performance distributed system called SHARCNET. The implementation is based upon
Message Passing Interface (MPI), that is, a library of fimctions used to achieve
parallelism via message-passing. We investigate two approaches to share work between
processors: state-copying and state-recomputation. We implemented a state-copying
based DSHOP system (DSHOPC), and a state-recomputation based DSHOP system
(DSHOPR). We compared these two implementations of DSHOP with the Java version
of SHOP on a set of randomly generated artificial domains. A set of experimental results
has been used to evaluate the performance of the DSHOP algorithm.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence (AI), Planning, Hierarchical Task Network (HTN),
Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner (SHOP), distributed planning, message-passing,
state-recomputation, state-copying, SHARCNET
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence, or AI for short, “is the art of creating machines that perform
functions that require intelligence when performed by people” [29]. People think of AI in
different ways, but the essential concept of AI is to create systems that can behave
rationally like human beings. AI encompasses a broad range of problems, including
diverse topics from machine vision to expert systems.
Unlike lower forms of life, human beings can make plans to achieve their goals.
Reasoning and forming plans are also crucial for intelligent machines to deal with real
world problems. Planning is an important behavior for any intelligent machine. Planning
has been an important subject in AI for over three decades. Planning is the problem of
seeking a series of actions that will accomplish a desired goal (that is, a plan) [54]. The
planning problem involves many challenges; in the representation of world states, in the
specification of actions that modify world states, in techniques for reasoning about the
effects of those actions, and in algorithms that search for plans in a search space derived
jfrom those actions.
There are some different formulations of the planning problems, such as deterministic
planning and non-deterministic planning. In a deterministic planning system, the agent
knows explicitly about the effects of every action. STRIPS [20], and SHOP [38] are
examples of deterministic planning systems. In a non-deterministic planning, the domain
includes actions whose outcomes are uncertain. In many domains, the world can not be
completely modeled because of the lack of information. We do not know what is going to
happen next. In non-deterministic planning, an action is not a function from one state to
1
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another state,

it is a function from one state to a set of states. Examples of non-

deterministic planners are UDTPOP [43] and Buridan [30]. Planning under uncertainty is
a problem involving AI planning and decision theory. This kind of planning problems can
be modeled as Markov decision theoretic planning. In a Markov decision theoretic
planning system, the planning domain includes actions that have uncertain effects. The
decision maker has incomplete information about the world. There may not be a welldefined goal state [7]. An example of this type of planner is DRIPS [23].
In the rest of this paper, we focus on deterministic planning.

1.1 Basic ideas in planning systems
We use the terms “planner” or “planning system” to refer to software for deterministic
planning, and the term “world” to refer to the environment that the planner interacts with.
A planning system needs three essential inputs:
1. the initial state of the world
2.

a set of possible actions that can be performed to change the state of the
world

3. the goal state of the world
Given these, a planning system can use a suitable planning algorithm to generate a
series of actions (i.e., a plan). Then the agent can execute this plan to transfer the world
from the initial state to the goal state. So, the output of a planning system is a sequence of
actions that can be applied to the initial state to produce a state that satisfies the goal-state
description.
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The first important issue in planning is how to represent the states, goals, actions and
plans. In the traditional context, the initial and goal states are described as sets of
predicates, the actions are represented by operators, and a plan is a solution to the
planning problem. A plan is represented by a sequence of actions. We may be able to
divide the goal into several nearly independent sub-goals, and solve them separately, then
combine all the sub-plans together to solve the whole problem (this strategy is not
applicable when the combination cost is too high). Using this strategy, a planning system
can deal with larger and more complex problems.
An operator consists of two logical formulas: the preconditions, which define the
conditions under which the operator may be applied, and the post-conditions, which
specify the changes to the state caused by the operator. Predicates that are not mentioned
in the post-conditions are assumed not to change during the application of the operator
[1]. This kind of representation allows the planner to determine the connections between
states and actions, so that the planner can eliminate the irrelevant actions when searching.
The second issue in planning is to choose a suitable planning algorithm. Normally, a
planning system needs to accomplish several functions that include choosing the best
action based on heuristic search, applying the chosen action, detecting the goal state,
detecting dead ends (if after all possibilities have been explored there is no solution, then
the planner has reached a dead end), and repairing an almost correct solution [44]. There
have been many ways to solve the planning problem, such as logic-based approaches,
operator-based approaches (also called the STRIPS approach), temporal approaches
(plaiming with time constraints), case-based approaches (re-use old plans to make new
ones), hierarchical planning, distributed planning, etc.
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Planners can be domain-dependent or domain-independent. The domain specifies the
actions available to the planner. Domain-independent planners are not tied to one
particular domain. They can solve problems in different domains. In this paper, we
mainly talk about domain-independent planners.

1.2 Representations for planning
A planning system can be described in a formal language, such as STRIPS [20], ADL
[41],andPDDL [33].
The classical approach that many planners use today describes states of worlds and
operators in the STRIPS language. STRIPS was named after a pioneering planning
program known as the STanford Research Institute Problem Solver [45].
In the STRIPS language, each state of the world is represented in terms of a
conjunction of positive ground predicates. This means that the description of a state does
not necessarily have to be complete. Any ground predicates that are not mentioned in the
state can be considered to be false [20].
Goals are also represented in terms of a conjunction of predicates except that goals
can also contain variables.
An operator is mainly composed of four parts: preconditions, action description, add
list and delete list (together the add list and delete list describe the post-condition):
•

Precondition: a conjunction of ground propositions which must be true in the
current world before this operator can be applied.

•

Action description: a name for the action.
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•

Add list: a conjunction of new ground propositions which become true after
the application of the operator.

•

Delete list: a conjunction of old ground propositions which become false after
the application of the operator.

Operators specify state transitions, i.e., they change one state into another [19].
Many planning systems describe states and operators in the STRIPS language, such
as Blackbox [27], HSP [6], MIPS [15], and STAN [31].

1.3 Planning approaches
There are many different approaches to planning such as case-based planning, graphbased plaiming, logic-based planning, operator-based planning, hierarchical task-network
planning (HTN planning), and many more.
Some of the planning approaches are briefly introduced as follows:
1. Case-based planning: previously generated plans are stored as cases in
memory and can be reused to solve similar planning problems in the future. It
consists of two steps:
•

Plan matching

•

Plan modification

CHEF, created by Hammond, is a case-based planner [24]. But researchers
found that plan reuse is generally even harder than planning directly, and it
would perform better only if two problems are similar enough.
2. Graph-based planning: constructing a compact structure called a Planning
Graph before search. The Planning Graph includes all possible actions that
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can be performed in each step. Graphplan, developed by Avrim Blum and
Merrick Furst [5], was the first planner to use a Planning Graph.
3. Logic-based planning: using logical formulas to specify control formulas that
can be used to check against the sequences of states. If the sequence of states
violates the control formula then that sequence would be pruned. TLplan,
developed by F. Bacchus and F. Kabanza, specifies control knowledge as
formulas of temporal logic [2].
4. Operator-based planning: in this kind of planning system, actions are
represented as STRIPS-style operators. This approach is also called STRIPS
approach. The planning systems that use STRIPS-operators without
decompositions are referred to STRIPS-style planners. STRIPS-style
planning systems have been developed for more than thirty years.
5. Hierarchical task-network planning (HTN): in this kind of planning system,
plans are generated by task decomposition in which the complex tasks would
be iteratively decomposed into smaller and smaller subtasks until reaching
primitives that can be executed directly. Example planners include UMCP
[17], SIPE [55], 0-Plan [10], SHOP [38] and more.
In this paper, we mainly talk about HTN planning.

1.4 HTN planning approach
In recent years, some practical planners have adopted an AI planning methodology that
generates plans by task decomposition in which the complex tasks are iteratively
decomposed into smaller and smaller subtasks until reaching primitives that can be
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executed directly. This kind of planning is called hierarchical task network (HTN)
planning [19]. Hierarchical decomposition allows us to describe the problem in pieces of
a reasonable size. Then we can combine those pieces hierarchically into large plans,
without having the trouble of constructing large plans from primitive operators (tasks)
(actions that can be directly executed). We will discuss HTN planning approach in more
detail in Chapter 2.
There are many sophisticated HTN planners such as NONLIN [51], SIPE and SIPE2
[55], 0-Plan [10], UMCP [17], and SHOP [38]. SHOP (i.e.. Simple Hierarchical Ordered
Planner) is a domain-independent HTN planning system designed by Dana Nau et al.
[38] that plans for tasks in the same order that they will later be executed. This thesis
aims at designing and implementing a distributed version of SHOP.

1.5 Traditional planning assumptions
Planning is difficult because even in the simplest planning problem, it is hard to
determine which action should be chosen to change one state to another. Traditional AI
planning research has introduced several assumptions and simplifications to make
planning feasible [11]:
•

“Closed world” assumption: the planning agent is assumed to know
everything about the initial state of world with complete certainty. Anything
that not explicitly mentioned in the initial state can be presumed false.

•

“Instantaneous actions” assumption: actions are executed instantaneously
without duration.
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•

“Deterministic actions” assumption: the planning agent knows explicitly about
the effects of every action.

•

“Static goals” assumption: the goals are fixed and will not change during the
planning process.

•

“Static world” assumption: the planning agent is the only source of change in
the world.

Classical planning systems use the above assumptions to simplify the problem.
Normally, when problems arise due to an assumption that has been made, an extension to
the architecture usually exists to work aroimd the problem. For example, in the real
world, the environment is normally dynamic, and uncertain. The planning agent cannot
make accurate predictions about the effects of every action. One approach to handling
this kind of uncertainty is to enumerate the possible states that might arise at execution
time and plan for each of them, generating a conditional plan that has alternative courses
of action for each state [11].
In fact, researchers have begun to investigate computational models of planning in
which one or more of these assumptions is violated. Also, a planner can be integrated
with other software modules for solving practical problems.
Although planning systems have not achieved the commercial success like some
other areas of artificial intelligence (e.g., neural networks), recently, a number of
successful planning applications have been applied to real-world problems. For example,
Stephen Smith, Dana Nau, and Thomas Throop use planning technology in the game of
contract bridge. John Mark Agosta and David Wilkins’s SIPE-2 planner helps evaluate
the US Coast Guard's ability to respond to marine oil spills. And SIPE-2 has also been

8
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used in producing military air campaign plans. This planner has been integrated with
other software modules to solve the problem.

1.6 Problem and motivation
Most planning approaches rely on a single processor or a single-agent paradigm in which
there is a single agent that controls the overall planning process. A few approaches have
addressed the problem of distributed planning, using multiple processes or agents to
obtain the efficiency of parallel processing [11].
Distributed Planning is a sub-field of distributed AI. Distribution may speed up
traditional planning system through parallelism. For large, complex applications,
distributed planning systems have many advantages such as system modularity,
efficiency, suitability for inherently distributed problems, and reliability.
HTN planning seems suitable to be extended to a distributed environment due to its
hierarchical structure. We are proposing a distributed HTN planning system. We expect
that it can improve the efficiency by distributed computing.
Our research aims at the objective of developing a distributed version of SHOP
(DSHOP). We implemented a state-copying based DSHOP (DSHOPC) and a staterecomputation [8, 42, 43] based DSHOP (DSHOPR). DSHOP ran on SHARCNET [57],
and used the message-passing model to allow multiple processes to communicate. In
order to take advantage of the fast-growing network technology, we would like to
decentralize SHOP into distributed planning-task solvers connected through a network.
SHOP and HTN planners in general, have an inherent decomposition structure, in that
they decompose a planning task into several subtasks. We expect that this decentralized
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version will yield better performance than SHOP, which is already one of the most
powerful planning systems in the AI field (In the AIPS’02 international planning
competition, SHOP2, a planner derived from SHOP, demonstrated “distinguished
performance”).
The rest of the proposal is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces some related
background. Chapter 3 describes the proposed algorithm, and presents an illustrated
example of how the algorithm works. Chapter 4 gives the experiments and analyses the
results. Chapter 5 discusses some related work in the area of distributed planning.
Chapter 6 summarizes the paper and suggests some directions for future work.

10
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
This chapter introduces some background information related to our work in more detail.

2.1 HTN planning
Hierarchical task network (HTN) planning is an AI planning methodology that plans by
task decomposition. In the planning process, the planner decomposes compound tasks
into smaller and smaller subtasks until primitive tasks are foimd that can be executed
directly. An HTN planning problem is described as an initial task network that is a set of
tasks that need to be accomplished under certain constraints.

2.1.1 Overview of HTN planning
The way we represent the world and actions in HTN planning is similar to STRIPS. Each
state of the world is represented by a set of atoms true in that state, and operators (usually
called primitive tasks in HTN) have the similar functions as actions. On the other hand,
there are still some fundamental differences between them.
HTN planning differs from STRIPS-style planning in two ways. First, their objectives
are different. STRIPS-style planners try to find a sequence of actions that can change the
initial world state to a goal state, while HTN planners try to accomplish task networks.
Second, in STRIPS-style planning systems, a domain consists of a set of operators, while
in HTN planning systems, a domain consists of a set of operators and methods. Each
method defines a way of how to decompose some task into a set of subtasks, with
preconditions that have to be satisfied in order for the method to be applicable [14]. For
one task, there may be more than one applicable method, in which case there will be
11
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more than one possible way to decompose the task. Third, STRIPS-style planning
proceeds by finding operators whose preconditions are satisfied, while HTN planning
plans by task decomposition.

See “ The Lion Kins”

TraveUToronto, Windsor)

Travel(Windsor, Toronto)

Shopping

Figure 2.1.1: A simple task network
(this is a modified version of a figure in [18])
In HTN planning system, a task network contains primitive tasks and/or non
primitive tasks. Primitive tasks can be executed directly. Non-primitive tasks cannot be
executed directly because they represent activities that involve a set of other tasks. The
following example is a modified version of an example in [18]. Figure 2.1.1 represents a
task network for a trip from Windsor to Toronto. For instance, the task of traveling to
Toronto may have several solutions such as taking the Greyhound bus, take the Via train
or driving. The task of taking the ‘Greyhound’ would involve tasks such as going to the
bus station, buying ticket, waiting in the waiting room, and taking the bus; and this
solution would work only if several conditions were held, such as availability of tickets,
being at the bus station on time, and having en o u ^ money for the fare; otherwise, we
should consider the other solutions.

12
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Travel (A, B)

Drive (A, B)

Rent-A-Car

Figure 2.1.2; A method for traveling from city A to city B
(this is a modified version of a figure in [18])
In order to decompose non-primitive tasks into suhtasks, the HTN planner defines a
set of methods, where each method is a schema for decomposing a task into a set of
subtasks. For example, Figure 2.1.2 describes a method for accomplishing Travel(A, B)
by achieving tasks Rent-A-Car and Drive(A, B). For each task, there may be more than
one applicable method, and thus more than one way to decompose the task into suhtasks.
The planner may search through these alternative decompositions to find one that is
solvable at a lower level.

2.1.2 HTN planning procedure
An HTN planning problem can be represented as a triple P = <d, I, D>, where d is the
task network (a set of tasks) need to be plan for, I is the initial state (a set of atoms), and
£) is a set of operators (primitive tasks) and methods (non-primitive tasks) [18]. As we
said previously, HTN planning uses task networks instead of goals in STRIPS-style
planning. The initial task network is a set of tasks that specifies what we need to
accomplish under certain constraints. The planner chooses tasks in the initial task
network to decompose into lower-level subtasks until the task network contains only

13
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primitive tasks. Methods tell us how to decompose non-primitive tasks into a set of
subtasks. The following is the basic HTN planning procedure [18]:
1. Input a planning problem P.
2. If P contains only primitive tasks, then resolve the conflicts in P and return
the result. If the conflicts cannot be resolved, return failure.
3. Choose a non-primitive task t in P.
4. Choose an expansion for t.
5. Replace t with the expansion.
6. Use critics to find the interaction among the tasks in P, and suggest ways to
handle them.
7. Apply one of the ways suggested in step 6.
8. Go to step 2.
“In steps 3 - 5 , task decomposition is done by finding a method capable of
accomplishing the non-primitive task, and replacing the non-primitive task with the task
network produced by the method [18].” For example, the non-primitive task Travel
(Windsor, Toronto) in Figure 2.1.1 can be expanded using the method in Figure 2.1.2,
then we can get the task network in Figure 2.1.3.
See “The Lion King'
Rent-A-Car

Drive(Windsor, Toronto)

Travel(Toronto, Windsor)

Shopping

Figure 2.1.3; A decomposition of the task network in Figure 2.1.1
(this is a modified version of a figure in [18, p5])
14
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In step 5, the interactions among tasks may cause conflicts. Critics are used to find
and resolve such interactions. In steps 6 and 7, after each expansion, the critics find and
resolve interactions. As we can see, critics can detect interactions early to reduce the cost
of backtracking [18].

2.1.3 Syntax
HTN planning uses first-order language with some extensions. “The vocabulary of HTN
planning language L is a tuple <V, C, P, F, T, N>, where F is an infinite set of variable
symbols, C is a finite set of constant symbols, P is a finite set of predicate symbols, F is a
finite set of primitive-task symbols(denoting actions), T is a finite set of compoxmd-task
symbols, and N i s m infinite set of symbols used for labeling tasks [18]”.
•

State: represented by a set of ground atoms true in that state.

•

Primitive task, represented by a form do[/’(x j , ..., x ^)], where f ^ F and
X i , ..., x^ are terms.

•

Goal task: represented by a form achieve[/], where / is a literal.

•

Compound task: represented by a form perform[t ( x i , ..., x ^)], where t e
Tand X j , ..., X;t are terms.

• Plan: a sequence cr of ground primitive tasks.
• Task network: represented by a form [(wj ; CTi) ... (n„ ; a „ ) , 0 ] , where
each Of; is a task, n e

iV is a label for

. 0 is a Boolean formula

including variable binding constraints, ordering constraints, and state
constraints.
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•

Operator: represented by a form [operator/(vj,
(post: l\,

v^) (pre; /j,

/„ )

w here/is a primitive task symbol, and

/„ are

literals describing when/ can be executed(i.e., they are preconditions off),
l\,

are literals describing the effects o f/ and Vj,

are the

variable symbols used in the literals.
•

Method: represented by a form ( a , d), where a is a non-primitive task,
and d is a task network.

•

Planning domain: represented by a pair <0p, Me>, where Op is a list of
operators, and Me is a list of methods.

For each primitive task, there is exactly one operator corresponding to it, while for a
non-primitive task, there may be many methods corresponding to it.

2.1.4 Semantics
Now we give the semantics that provide meaning to the syntactic constructs of HTN
planning language.
“A semantic structure for HTN planning is a triple M=<S,
• S = 2

F

, T>[\ 8]”:

is the set of states. Each state in S is a set of atoms true in that

state.
•

F:

FxC* x S —>S is a partial function for interpreting the actions. Given a

primitive task symbol e F, with constant symbols e C, and an input state e S,

F

gives the end-up state after the action has been executed.
•

T: (ground non-primitive tasks}

2 isroundprmuivetasknetworks}

-g

^ function that maps

each non-primitive task « to a set of ground primitive task networks T(a).
16
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No one before had presented a HTN planning algorithm that can be proved to be
sound and complete. But based on the above syntax and semantics, K. Erol developed a
sound and complete HTN planner: Universal Method-Composition Planner (UMCP)
[17].
In general, HTN planning is more expressive than STRIPS-style planning. Every
STRIPS-style planning problem can be expressed by an HTN planning problem, but not
vice versa. The reasons that HTN planning is more expressive than STRIPS-style
planning are [19]:
•

Task networks can contain multiple tasks and various constraint formula.

•

It can define compound tasks.

Using HTN planning system to solve a planning problem is normally much more
complicated than in the previous simple example. One of the complications is that in
general, there may be more than one applicable method for a task. In this case, if it is not
possible to solve the subtasks produced by one method, it may be necessary to backtrack
and try another method [14].
A drawback of HTN planning system is the difficulty of creating a knowledge base
for a domain-dependent planning problem.

2.2 SHOP
A plan consists of an ordered set of steps, where each step is an action. Plans can be
totally ordered, in which case every step is ordered with respect to every other step, or
partially ordered, in which case steps can be unordered with respect to each other. In the
past, most AI planning researchers prefer partial-order search to total-order search to
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reduce backtracking. Example planners include UCPOP [42], IPP [28], SatPlan,
Blackbox [26], SIPE [55], 0-Plan [10], UMCP[17], etc. Nevertheless, some researchers
have come to realize that total-order forward search has the advantage of making
planners more expressive. Example planners include Prodigy [53], TLplan [2], etc.
SHOP, stands for Simple Hierarchical Ordered Planner, is a total-order, domainindependent HTN planning system that plans for tasks in the same order that they will
later be executed [38]. To achieve that, SHOP requires the decomposition produced by
each method to be a totally ordered set of subtasks.
SHOP is an HTN planning algorithm that creates plans by recursively decomposing
tasks (activities that need to be performed) into smaller and smaller subtasks, until
primitive tasks are reached (tasks that can be accomplished directly) [38].
SHOP can avoid some of the task-interaction problems encountered in partial-order
HTN planning systems. SHOP is much simpler than those partial-order HTN planners
since SHOP does not require additional protection conditions to handle partial orderings.
Since SHOP is a total-order forward search planner, “it always knows the complete
world-state at each step of the planning process, it can use considerably more
expressivities in its domain representations than most AI planners” [36]. For instance,
SHOP can use Hom-clause inference, numeric computations, and calls to external
programs to evaluate the preconditions of its HTN methods.

18
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SHOP uses first-order language with the notation adapted from Lisp [37]:
•

Logical symbols:
1. Constant symbols, fimction symbols, and predicate symbols. They
are defined like Lisp symbols without question marks at the
beginning. For example: carl, move, at-station.
2. Variable symbols. They are defined like Lisp symbols with
question marks at the beginning. For example: ?car
3. Terms, atoms, ground atoms, conjuncts of atoms, Hom clauses,
substitutions, and mgu (most-general unifiers). They are defined
similar to Lisp notation.
4. Task symbols. SHOP has two kinds of task symbols: primitive task
symbols defined as Lisp symbols with exclamation points at the
beginning, and non-primitive task symbols defined as Lisp
symbols without exclamation points at the beginning.

•

Tasks: In SHOP, a task is a form {s

— t„), which is started with a

task symbol(s), and followed by a list of terms ( r, 12 ... ^„) as the task’s
arguments.
•

Operators: An operator specifies a way to perform a primitive task. In
SHOP, an operator is a form (:operator hD Ac), where h is the head of the
operator and should be a primitive task, D is the delete list of the operator
and consisted of a list of atoms without any variable symbols other than
those in h, A is the add list of the operator and consists of a list of atoms
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without any variable symbols other than those in h, and c is a number that
means the cost of executing h.
• Methods: Methods are used to decompose non-primitive tasks into more
detailed subtasks. In SHOP, a method is the form (method h CT), where
h is the head of the method and should be a compound task, C is the
precondition of the method, T is the tail of the method and consists of a
task list. Method specifies the way how we can accomplish task h by
executing the tasks in T with the same order given in the method.
• Axioms: An axiom is a set of Hom clauses. Axioms are used to find out if
the predicates can be inferred from current state.
• State: A state is a set of non-negative ground atoms.
• Plans: In SHOP, a plan consists of a list of heads of ground operator
instances (without any variable symbols). Since there are no preconditions
for each operator, those operators in the plan are all executable.
• Domains: In SHOP, a domain is consisted of a set of axioms, operators
and methods.
• Problems: In SHOP, a plaiming problem is a triple(5', T, D), where S' is a
state, r is a task list, and £> is a domain.
Given a planning problem (S, T, D)(T= {t^t^ ...

is a task list), a plan P ^ i P x P t

. p ^ ) solves (S', T, D) if it satisfies one situation of the following [37]:
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1.

2.

task list T and plan P are both empty,
is a primitive task,

is a simple plan for(P i should be a operator’s

head), and (pj — Pn) accomplishes (

—h)

the state S afterp,

applied.
3.

is a compound task, and there is asimple reduction (r, ... r^.) of
5 such that P accomplishes (r, ...

in

... t,^) from S.

If there is a plan that can solve the planning problem (5, T, D), we say this problem is
solvable.
The SHOP planning algorithm implements the solution of how to solve a planning
problem which we mentioned previously. This algorithm has been proved to be sound
and complete.
The following procedure implements the SHOP planning algorithm [38]:
Procedure SHOP(*S, T, D) // 5 is a state, T is a list of tasks, and D is the
//knowledge base including methods, operators and
11Hom-clause axioms
1 . if

2.

r = nil then return nil endif II if the task list T is empty, retum with nil
^ = the first task in T // pick the first task in T

3. 17= the remaining tasks in T
4. if t is primitive and there is a simple plan for t then
II if there is an operator that can accomplish this primitive task
5.
6.
1.

non-deterministically choose a simple plan p for t
P= SH0P(result(5, p), U, D) II recursively call SHOPafter we apply p o n S
if P = FAIL then return FAIL endif
21
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8.

return cons(p, P) II add p into plan P

9. else if t is non-primitive and there is a simple reduction of t in 5 then
10.

non-deterministically choose any simple reduction i? of t in 5

11. return SHOP(iS, append(i?, U), D) 11 replace t with its reduction R, then
//recursively call SHOP
12. else
13.

return FAIL

14. endif
end SHOP
SHOP is sound and complete if its precondition-evaluation algorithm is sound and
complete. SHOP can be used to resolve complicated real-world planning problems. For
instance, the Java version of SHOP has been used as part of HICAP plan-authoring
system for Noncombatant Evacuation Operations (NEOs) [35].

2.3 Distributed planning
Complex, dynamic, real-world domains require AI planning researchers to develop
systems that are more suitable for realistic planning problems such as weather forecasting
system and military operations planning system, in which planning activity is often
distributed [11].
Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) has existed as a sub-field of AI for less than
two decades. “DAI is concemed with systems that consist of multiple independent
entities that interact in a domain” [49].
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Distributed Planning is a sub-field of distributed AI. “Distributed planning is the
problem of finding a eourse of action that will help a set of agents in a given initial
configuration to collectively satisfy certain desired behavioral constraints.” [32].
“Distributed planning is something of an ambiguous term, because it is unclear
exactly what is distributed.” [12]. We can categorize it into centralized planning for
distributed plans, distributed planning for centralized plans, and distributed planning for
distributed plans. The emphasis of our research is on distributed planning for centralized
plans.
Not all problems are amenable to parallel solution. Problems that are inherently
distributed (because of different spatial locations, e.g., a group of companies which have
business interaction) or decomposable into sub-applications (e.g., HTN planning
problems) are good candidates for distributed planning.
For many kinds of applications, distributed planning systems have significant
advantages such as system modularity, efficiency, fast computer architectures, and
reliability over large monolithic systems [44].
The distributed planning architecture should provide [44]:
•

A mechanism that enables different agents in the system to be coordinated.

•

A communication structure that enables information to be passed among agents.

•

Distributed versions of planning algorithms.

In the multi agents system, various agents need to be coordinated so that the planning
system accomplishes its goal. There are several ways that individual agents can be
coordinated to work together effectively including [44]:
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•

One agent is in charge, this manage agent decomposes the problem into sub
problems, then distributes these sub-problems to other lower-level agents
(workers). Agents may communicate with each other to exchange
information.

•

One agent is in charge and it decomposes the problem into sub-problems, then
negotiates with other agents to decide which agent will work on which sub
problem.

•

No agent is in charge. There is a single shared goal among all the agents. They
cooperate together in generating a plan.

•

No agent is in charge, and there is no shared goal among all the agents. They
may compete with each other to get the task.

In our implementation of DSHOP, we use the first form to coordinate multiple
processors.
When multiple agents work together on a shared planning problem, they can plan
with communication with others, or plan without communication [44]. In the first case,
agents can communicate with each other during planning procedure. In the second case,
the agents work individually on their own tasks without knowing other’s processes.
There are two approaches of communication architecture which are:
•

Blackboard systems: there is a shared knowledge structure called a blackboard
that agents can post and read messages on it.

•

Message-passing systems: agents can send messages to others, and receive
messages fi'om others.
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In the message-passing systems, agents have more information about others than they
do in a blackboard system. In our implementation of DSHOP, we use the messagepassing approach.

2,4 Message passing
Distributed system involves multiple processes. To share information, avoid conflict, and
coordinate, processes must be able to communicate with each other. There are many
ways to communicate between remote processes, such as Xerox PARC's ILU (an
implementation of CORBA) [25], Java Socket, Knowledge Query Message Language
(KQML) [21], Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [50], Message-Passing Interface (MPI)
[40], etc.
Message-passing is one of the most powerful and widely used paradigms for
parallelism on distributed-memory architectures (clusters). The idea of message-passing
is not difficult to understand, because people do message passing to exchange
information in their daily life. In parallel programming, the reasons for needing messagepassing are to exchange data between the parallel tasks, and to synchronize the tasks. If
the parallel tasks are completely independent, no message passing is necessary.
The message-passing model assumes a group of processes that have only local
memory but are able to communicate with other processes by sending and receiving
messages [22]. In basic message-passing, multiple processes coordinate by explicitly
sending and receiving messages.
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The advantage of message-passing is that the generality of the model of messagepassing can be used to program almost any algorithm, and it applies to almost all kinds of
computer systems.

2.4.1 Why MPI?
In April 1994, the Message-Passing Interface Forum (MPIF) defined Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [56] as a library of functions for message passing among multi
computers and clusters. MPI is one of the first standards for programming parallel
processors, and it is the first that is based on message passing [40]. MPI is widely used in
parallel programming nowadays.
Normally, MPI can be used in C, FORTRAN, and C++ programs. Our
implementation uses the C++-binding MPI.
There are several different types of parallel computing models:
•

Data parallel: single instruction, multiple data (SIMD)

•

Task parallel: multiple instructions, multiple data (MIMD)

•

SPMD: single program, multiple data.

MPI is for MIMD/SPMD parallelism.
The reasons that we choose MPI to develop our parallel programs are:
•

MPI provides a powerful, efficient, and portable way to express parallel
programs.

•

MPI has specified a small group of fimctions that can be called from C++
programs to achieve parallelism. People do not need to learn a new
programming language to write efficient parallel programs. It is not like
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KQML, which is a new language for exchanging information. MPI is a
standard library.
•

MPI is a portable standard for message passing. The message passing model
seems to suit this thesis project.

•

MPI guarantees the reliability of message transmissions.

•

Due to the standardization of MPI, people do not have to care which version
of the message passing system is used, as is the case when using the PVM
system.

•

Our research aims at the objective of developing a distributed version of
SHOP, running on SHARCNET [57]. MPI has been installed on
SHARCNET.

MPI is small. Although there are many functions in MPI to add flexibility, robustness,
efficiency, modularity, or convenience, we can write efficient and effective programs
using only six fundamental functions in MPI [22]:
•

MPI_Init: initialize MPI

•

MPI_Comm_Size: find out how many processes there are

•

MPI_Comm_rank: find out which process I am

•

MPI_Send: send a message

•

MPI_Recv: receive a message

•

MPI_Finalize: terminate MPI

MPI is a library of functions. When we write an MPI program in C++, we should
include file “mpi.h” like other C++ library files.
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In MPI programs, we must call MPI_Init prior to any other MPI calls because this call
sets up the MPI environment. At the end of program, we should call MPI_Finalize to
close the MPI environment, and after this call, no more MPI calls are allowed.
The message-passing actions are accomplished by MPI_Send and MPI_Recv which
are also the most basic and important functions in MPI. MPI_Send sends out a message
from one process to another process, and MPI_Recv receives a message from another
process.
MPI_Comm_size is used to get the number of processors in current communicator,
and MPI_Comm_rank gives the rank number for each processor. If there are n processes
executing the program, they will have ranks 0 ,1 ,..., n-1.
The operating system will give a copy of the executable program on each processor,
then every processor can execute its own copy of the program, and different processors’
executable program may not be the same since we can take branches by processor ranks.
This is the way to write MPI programs.
Sending and receiving data among distributed memory can be expensive. If the
amount of information that needs to be sent back and forth is large, it may slow down the
performance.

2.5 State-copying and state-recomputation
In a parallel system, when a processor completes its task, it is assigned to another task.
The processor has to set up the corresponding state to accomplish the task. There are
three ways of setting up the computation state: state-sharing, state-copying, and staterecomputation.
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State-sharing requires shared memory. It is not available in a distributed memory
environment, such as SHARCNET.
In state-copying, a process sets up its current state by receiving all related data from
others. State-copying avoids recomputation. A process can start working on the current
state sent by other processes without re-compute from the initial state. Implementation of
this model is not difficult because state-copying is independent of operations and only
concemed with data stmctures.
On the one hand, state-copying requires more memory and it may add a lot of
communication overhead. Especially when the planning problem is large, the data which
need to be exchanged can grow very fast. Normally, the data stracture used in a planning
system is not a basic data type, and can be quite complicated. Exchanging the userdefined data type in the heterogeneous network is difficult.
Instead of copying a certain state, the processor can re-compute it from the initial
state when it is given a certain path. We can use oracles to guide the recomputation. The
oracle is the information of non-deterministic choice-points recorded during the original
execution [34]. An oracle is just a set of integers. When a process is assigned an oracle, it
follows the given oracle, and deterministically takes the corresponding choices. As we
said previously, communication in a distributed memory environment can be expensive.
On heterogeneous networks, communication bandwidth is low and heterogeneity requires
exchanged messages to be in a machine-independent format [34]. The staterecomputation [8, 47, 48] method is motivated by the need for reducing the
commimication among multiple processors.
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For example, in figure 2.5.1, to recompute the state SI from the Init, a process can
simply follow the path (i.e., an oracle) (0, 1} to deterministically choose the
corresponding choice at each choice point.

Init

choice points
CO

state

state

Figure 2.5.1: An example of using oracles to guide the recomputation
The state-recomputation model makes the implementation simpler. By using staterecomputation method, the multiple processors are independent and do not have to share
any state, and the processors communicate by exchanging simple data (mainly oracles,
which are just sequences of integers) [34]. But since recomputation computes everything
from scratch, it also adds a lot of recomputation overhead.
The DELPHI system [8] was the first one to use oracles and recomputation for
parallelism. Their research showed that this approach was suited to exploiting OrParallelism in Prolog programs. Ehud Shapiro proposed a recomputation-based algorithm
and its prototype implementation in Flat Concurrent Prolog [48].
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2.6 SHARCNET
The Shared Hierarchical Academic Research Computing Network (SHARCNET) is a
network of high-performance computing (HPC) clusters with nodes at five Ontario
universities and two colleges [57], It is a distributed- memory network.
SHARCNET was formally established in June of 2001. It consists of eleven
geographically-distributed HPC clusters at academic institutions across Southern Ontario,
which include universities of Westem Ontario, Guelph, McMaster, Wilfiid Laurier,
Windsor, and colleges Fanshawe and Sheridan.

S O U T H W E S T E R N O N TA R I O
Oakville

S h endan

Coltecfd

UcM aster
University
Uihvi^rsity Of
W estern O ntario

Fanshtw e
College

University of
WifKlsor

Figure 2.6.1: SHARCNET network [57]
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SHARCNET is built on the latest Alpha processors. The clusters consist of fourprocessor, 833Mhz, Alpha SMP (symmetric multi-processors) systems connected via
Quadrics interconnection technology [57]. The Clusters at McMaster University consist
of 24 SMPs (96 processors), and the clusters at the University of Guelph consist of 27
SMPs (108 processors). The University of Westem Ontario has two clusters, one of 12
SMPs (48 processors) and one of 36 SMPs (144 processors). The University of Windsor
and Wilfrid Laurier Universities have smaller clusters (8 processors). We obtained an
account at the University of Westem Ontario cluster, and did the implementation and
experiments on it. The maximum niimber of processors that we can possibly require for
each test run is 144. The more we ask for, the longer we have to wait for all of them to be
available.
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CHAPTER 3. DESCRIPTION OF DSHOP ALCiORITHM

In this chapter, we present a new planning algorithm; the distributed simple hierarchical
ordered planning (DSHOP). DSHOP is a distributed version of SHOP. It will be running
on SHARCNET [57], using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [56], that is, a library of
functions used to achieve parallelism via message-passing, and setting up the
computation state by state-copying (DSHOPC) or state-recomputation (DSHOPR). Like
SHOP [38], DSHOP is a domain-independent HTN planning system that plans for tasks
in the same order that they will later be executed [38].

3.1 Basic concepts
DSHOP adopts the same syntax and semantics used in SHOP [37]. In addition, we add
the following to the DSHOP:
•

Oracles: Basically, oracles are sets of integers that record the nondeterministic choice-points during the original execution. In the
recomputation-based DSHOP system, oracles are used to guide the
recomputation on different processors.

3.2 DSHOP algorithm
The

DSHOP

planning

system

involves

multiple

processes,

and

adopts

manager/worker architecture. We specify one process as manager that distributes the
jobs to the other processes, which are workers. The manager and workers communicate
with each other via message-passing using send and receive functions in MPI library. The
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manager puts all received messages in a communication buffer using first-in-first-out
policy.
The implementation of DSHOP consists of three parts: the manager procedure, the
worker procedures, and the DSHOP procedures. The manager procedure only runs on the
manager process. It receives the job messages and solution messages from all the
workers, and distributes the jobs to the workers. We can also call the manager process as
scheduler. There are two procedures running on each worker process: the worker
procedure, and the DSHOP procedure. The worker procedure communicates with the
manager by MPI. When the worker procedure receives a job message from the manager,
it calls the DSHOP procedure to find a solution, then it sends back the solution to the
manager. Figure 3.2.1 illustrates the architecture of DSHOP implementation.

Manager procedure
MPI: send and receive messages

Worker procedure 1

Worker procedure 2

Worker procedure n
Function call

DSHOP procedure

DSHOP procedure

DSHOP procedure

Figure 3.2.1: Architecture of DSHOP implementation

3.2.1 Copying-based DSHOP (DSHOPC)
In the state-copying based DSHOP system (DSHOPC), a worker processor sets up a
computation state by copying it from the manager processor.
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In the DSHOPC system, if the manager has jobs, it sends a job message to an idle
worker. A job message consists of three parts: state, remaining task list, and partial plan.
When a worker receives a job message from the manager, it starts to compute using this
state set-up. When a worker encounters a new choice-point, it sends a job message back
to the manager. This message also consists of three parts: the first part is the current state
computed by the worker, the second part is the remaining task list that need to be
decomposed, and the third part is the partial plan. When a worker has done its job, it
informs the manager.
The following is the description of the DSHOPC algorithm.
The procedure for the manager is shown below:
Procedure Manager() // manager distributes the jobs
1. send an empty message to one of the workers //starting point
2. do //loop
3.

M = get a message from communication buffer

4.

if M is a solution then

5.

send stop message to every worker

6.

retum solution

7.

endif

8.

if M is a job message then

9.

add it to the job list

10.

endif

11. while there is a job
12.

and there is an idle worker

send J^ to P j II distribute job to workers
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13.

delete J,

14.

endwhile

15.

if there is no job and all workers are idle then // no solution can be found

16.

return FAIL

17.

endif

18. enddo
end Manager

The procedure for the workers is shown below:
Procedure WorkerQ
1. do
2.

M = received message from manager

3.

if M is a j ob message then

4.

convert job message into three parts: state S, task list T, and partial plan P

5.

r = DSHOPC (S', T, P, D) // Sis a state, T is a list of tasks, P is partial plan
IID is the domain including operators, methods

6.
7.
8.
9.

send r to manager
else if M is the stop message then
break
endif

10. enddo
end Worker
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The DSHOPC algorithm is shown below:
Procedure DSHOPC (S, T, P, D)
1. if r = nil then
2.

return nil

3. endif
4. t = the first task in T
5. 17= the remaining tasks in T
6. if t is primitive (i.e., there is an operator for t) then
7.

N= number of operators for t

8.

if iV> 1 then

9.

convert state, task list and partial plan into MPI data format message M
11 state includes all the possible states after the applications of each applicable
11 operator (except for the first one) for t
11plan includes the current partial plan plus all the applicable operators
// (except for the first one) for t

10.

send M to manager

11.

endif

12.

choose the first operator op for t

13.

add op to P

14.

return DSHOPC (pp(5), U, P, D) //after the application of op, S becomes op(S)

15. else if t is non-primitive and there is a simple reduction of t then
16.

N ~ number of reductions of t

17.

i f N> 1 then
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18.

convert state, task list and partial plan into MPI data format message M

19.

11task list includes each possible reductions of t plus U

20.

send M to manager

21.

endif

22.

choose the first simple reduction R o f t

23.

retum DSH0PC(5, append(i?, V), P. D)
II replace t with its reduction R, then recursively call DSHOPC

24. endif
end DSHOPC

3.2.2 Recomputation-based DSHOP (DSHOPR)
In the state-reomputation based DSHOP system (DSHOPR), a worker processor sets up a
computation state by recomputing it from scratch.
In the DSHOPR system, if the manager has jobs, it sends a job (i.e., oracle) to an idle
worker. Unlike in DSHOPC, a job message here is a list of integers (i.e., an oracle).
When a worker receives an oracle from the manager, it starts to re-compute from the
initial state, and determines the choice at each choice-point according to the oracle. When
a worker encounters a new choice-point and reaches the end of the oracle, it sends an
oracle message back to the manager and follows the first choice to continue the planning
process. This oracle message consists of two parts: the first part is the oracle maintained
by the worker, and the second part is an integer that indicates the number of extra
choices at current choice-point. When a worker has done its job, it informs the manager.
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The following is the description of the DSHOPR algorithm.
The procedure for the manager is shown below:
Procedure ManagerQ // manager distributes the jobs and maintain the oracles
1. send an empty oracle to one of the workers //starting point
2. do //loop
3.

M = get a message from communication buffer

4.

if M is a solution then

5.
6.

send stop message to every worker
return solution

7.

endif

8.

if M is an oracle message then

9.

generate new oracles

10.

endif

11.

if there is an oracle O ' and there is an idle worker P then

12.

sendO' toP^ //distributejob to workers

13.

delete O,

14.

endif

15.

if there is no oracle and all workers are idle then // no solution can be found

16.
17.

return FAIL
endif

18. enddo
end Manager
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The procedure for the workers is shown below;
Procedure WorkerQ
1. do
2.

0 = received message from manager

3.

if (9 is an oracle message then

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

r = DSHOPR {S, T,D, O) H Sis d. state, T is a list of tasks, D is the domain
11 including operators, methods, O is an oracle
send r to manager
else if O is the stop message then
break
endif

9. enddo
end Worker

The DSHOPR algorithm is shown below:
Procedure DSHOPR (5, T, D, O)
1. if r = nil then
2.

return nil

3. endif
4. level = 0; // current level in the search tree
5. ^ = the first task in T
6. U= the remaining tasks in T
7. if t is primitive (i.e., there is an operator for t) then
8.

iV= number of operators for t
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9.

if

> 1 then

10.
11.

level++
if level less than the size of O then

12.
13.

choice = get choice from O at level-1
else

14.

choice = 0

15.

add choice to the end of O

16.

send oracle message (O, N) to manager

17.
18.
19.

endif
else
choice = 0

20.

endif

21.

choose the corresponding operator op for t
H e.g., if choice is 0, choose the first operator; if 2, choose the third one

22.

P = DSHOPR (pp(5), U, D, 0)//after the application of op, S becomes op{S)

23.

if P = FAIL then return FAIL endif

24.

retum cons(p, P) H add p into plan P

25.

else if t is non-primitive and there is a simple reduction of ^ in 5 then

26.

N = number of reductions of t

27.

ifN > lth e n

28.

level++

29.

if level less than the size of O then

30.

choice = O.GetChoice(/eve/-l)
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31.

else

32.

choice = 0

33.

add choice to the end of O

34.

send oracle message {O, N) to manager

35.
36.

endif
else
choice =0

37.
38.

endif

39.

choose the corresponding simple reduction R o f t i n S

40.

return DSHOPR(5', append(R, U), D, O) H replace t with its reduction R,
H then recursively call DSHOPR

41.
42.
43.

else
return FAIL
endif

end DSHOPR

3.2,2 Revised version of DSHOP (DSHOP-ii)
In DSHOPC, for the problems with deep search trees and with high average branching
factors, if the workers send out all the alternative choices to the manager, the number of
jobs may bevery large, and may cause scheduling problemssince there is only one
manager processor to deal with all the scheduling. In DSHOPR, for theproblems with
deep search trees, if the workers send out all the alternative choices to the manager even
at the low levels of the trees, the recomputation cost may be very high, and may add too
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much communication and scheduling overhead. So we think that maybe we can solve the
scheduling problem in DSHOPC and reduce the recomputation cost in DSHOPR by
letting the workers only send out the altematives at the top several levels (sendoutlevel)
of the search trees and explore the rest of the sub-trees by themselves.
We call this revised version of DSHOP algorithm as DSHOP-n, while n is the fixed
“sendoutlevel”. From now on, we call the original DSHOPC as D S H O P C - a n d
DSHOPR as DSHOPR-o<> because in the original DSHOP version, we can say the
“sendoutlevel" is infinite.
In DSHOPC-n, the procedures for the manager and worker are the same as in
DSHOPC-oo. And in DSHOPR-n, the procedures for the manager and worker are the
same as in D S H O P R -. The different part is in the DSHOP procedure.
As an example, the DSHOPR-n procedure is shown below:
Procedure DSHOPR-n (5, T, D, O) // S is a state, Tis a list of tasks, D is the domain
// including operators, methods, O is an oracle, n is
// the sendoutlevel
1. if J'= nil then
2.

return nil

3. endif
4.

level = 0; // current level in the search tree

5. i = the first task in T
6. f/ = the remaining tasks in T
7. if t is primitive (i.e., there is an operator for t) then
8.

N= number of operators for t

9.

if (level < sendoutlevel and N > \ ) then
// sendoutlevel is fixed here, in our experiments, it is 4
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10.

level++

11.

if level less than the size of O then
choice = get choice from O at level-1

12.
13.

else

14.

choice = 0

15.

add choice to the end of O

16.

send oracle message (O, N) tomanager

17.

endif

18.

choose the corresponding operator op for t
H e.g., if choice is 0, choose the first operator; if 2, choose the third one

19.

P = DSH0PR-«(pp(5), U, D, 6?)//after the application of op, S becomes op(S)

20.

if P = FAIL then return FAIL endif

21.

return cons(p, P) H add p into plan P

22.
23.

else // do not send out any jobs to the manager, do backtracking
for choice - 0 \ o N

24.

choose the corresponding operator op for t

25.

P = DSHOPR-n(pp(5), U, D,O)

26.

if P = FAIL then continue to try next choice

44.

else return cons(p, P) endif

45.
46.

endfor
endif

47. else if t is non-primitive and there is a simple reduction of r in S' then
48.

N= number of reductions of t
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49.

if (level < sendoutlevel and A^> 1) then

50.

level++

51.

if level less than the size of O then

52.

choice = (9.GetChoice(/eve/-1)

53.

else

54.

choice = 0

55.

add choice to the end of O

56.

send oracle message (O, N) to manager

57.

endif

58.

choose the corresponding simple reduction i? of / in 5

59.

return DSH0PR-n(5', append(i?, U), D, O) H replace t with its reduction R,
H then recursively call DSHOPR

60.
61.

else // do not send out jobs, do backtracking
for choice = 0 to iV
choose the corresponding simple reduction R o f t i n S

62.
63.

P = DSH0PR-n(5, append(R, U), D, O)

64.

if P = FAIL then continue to try next choice

65.

else return P endif

66.

endfor

67.

endif

68.
69.
70.

else
return FAIL
endif
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end DSHOPR-n

3.3 A simple example o f using DSHOPWe use a simple example to illustrate how DSHOPC and DSHOPR systems work.
Suppose we have four operators: ol, o2, o3, and o4:
Operator:

ol

o2

o3

o4

Precondition:

(rl r3)

(r2 r3)

(r2 r3)

(r3)

Delete list:

(rl)

(r2)

(r3)

(r3)

Add list:

(pl)

(P2)

(p3)

(p4)

Table 3.3.1: Four operators
And we have three methods: init, j l, and j2. Each method may define multiple
reductions.
Method:

init

jl

J2

j2

(rl)

(r2)

(pl)

(ol o2)

(o3)

(o4)

Precondition:
Reduction:

(jlj2)

Table 3.3.2. Three methods
The initial state is: (rl r2 r3). The initial task list is (init). Task (init) is the starting
point.
Before we explain the DSHOP approach, we first explain how the original SHOP
works. Figure 3.3.1 shows the SHOP algorithm working flow.
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1. SHOP finds one reductions for (init): (j 1 j2). The task list becomes to (j 1 j2).
2. For the first task in the task list, (jl), SHOP finds one reduction: (ol o2). Now the
task list becomes to (ol o2 j2).
3. For the first task in the task list, (ol), SHOP finds one matched operator (ol).
After applying the operator (ol) to the state, the state becomes to (r2 r3 pl), and
the partial plan is (ol).
4. SHOP finds one matched operator (o2) for task (o2). After applying the operator
(02) to the state, the state becomes to (r3 pl p2), and the partial plan is (ol o2).
5. For task (j2), SHOP finds two reductions: (o3) and (o4).
6. SHOP chooses the first reduction (o3). SHOP can not find a simple plan for task
(03) since the precondition (r2 r3) of operator (o3) is not satisfied.
7. SHOP backtracks. It finds one matched operator (o4) for task (o4). After applying
the operator (o4) to the current state, the state becomes to (pl p2 p4), and the
partial plan is (ol o2 o4).
8. The task list now is empty. SHOP returns plan (ol o2 o4). The procedure stops.
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a i)

ol

(r2r3p l)

(j2)

o2

(r3 pl p2)

^

(pl P2 p4)

Figure 3.3.1: Example of SHOP working flow

3.3.1 How DSHOPC-oo works
Instead of backtracking in SHOP, DSHOP- «> can assign the alternative jobs to other
processes. In state-copying based DSHOP- <», a state is set up by copying the state data
from other processes. Figure 3.3.2 shows how the D SH O PC-algorithm works.
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senid ( )

send
state;.(r3 pl p2)
task iist:-((Q.4))
....
plan; (ol
send
state: (r3 pl p2)
task list: ((o4))
plan: (ol o2)

|

send plan ol o2 o4)

7=^

ol

C ^ p 2 p O

o2

r3 p ^ -

p l p 2) ^ F A I L

Figure 3.3.2: Example of DSHOPC-«> working flow

Suppose we have three processors: one manager (w) and two workers (wO and wl).
1. Firstly, m sends an empty message ( ) to wO.
2. wO receives an empty message from m. It starts working from the initial state. wO
finds one reductions for (init): (jl j2). wO’s task list becomes G1 j2).
3. For the first task in the task list, (jl), wO finds one reduction: (ol o2). Now the
task list becomes (ol o2 J2).
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4. For the first task in the task list, (ol), wO finds one matched operator (ol). After
applying the operator (ol) to the state, the state becomes: (r2 r3 pl), and the
partial plan is (ol).
5. wO finds one matched operator (o2) for task (o2). After applying the operator (o2)
to the state, the state becomes: (r3 pl p 2 ), and the partial plan is (ol o2).
6. For task (j2), wO finds two reductions: (o3) and (o4). wO takes the first reduction
(o3), and sends a job message (state + task list + partial plan) to m.
7. Since state, task list, and plan are not in MPI data format, before sending the
message to m, wO has to convert these data into MPI data format. So wO sends the
job message (r3 pl p2 + o4 + ol o2) to m.
8. m sends this job message (r3 pl p2 + o4 + ol o2) to w l .
9. wO can not find a simple plan for task (o3) since the precondition (r2 r3) of
operator (o3) is not satisfied. So wO returns fail.
10. Once wl receives the job message (r3 pl p2 + o4 + ol o2) from m, wl sets up the
current state as (r3 pl p2), task list as (o4), and partial plan as (ol o2) by
converting the message.
11. W l finds a matched operator (o4) for (o4). After applying the operator (o4) to the
current state, the state becomes: (pl p2 p4). The task list becomes empty, wl
returns plan (ol o2 o4) to m.
12. When m receives the solution from wl, the whole procedure stops.
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3.3.2 How DSHOPR-oo works
Instead of copying a state of computation from other processors, a processor can reach a
certain state by recomputing it from the initial state guided by an oracle. The idea of
using oracles and recomputation for parallelism was first implemented in the DELPHI
system [8]. Now we show how DSHOPR-oo works.

sehd-oracle (1)

send oracLb ( )\

I

send plan (df o2 o4)

send Oracle (1)
[(init) I
(init)
01)
G l)

(j2)
o T i x

(o l)

02)

>(o2)
\

(o l)

(o2)

(o3)
FAIL ^

^

(r2^^->(Xpr^^SlD-"Cip^
Figure 3.3.3: Example of DSHOPR-oo working flow
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^

The above figure illustrates how the D S H O P - a l g o r i t h m works with the
recomputation method.
Suppose we have three processors: one manager {m) and two workers (wO and wl).
1.

Firstly, m sends an empty oracle ( ) to wO.

2.

wO receives an empty message from m. It starts working from the initial state. wO
finds one reductions for (init): (jl j2). wO’s task list becomes (jl j2).

3.

For the first task in the task list, (jl), wO finds one reduction: (ol o2). Now the
task list becomes (ol o2 j2).

4. For the first task in the task list, (ol), wO finds one matched operator (ol). After
applying the operator (ol) to the state, the state becomes: (r2 r3 pl), and the
partial plan is (ol).
5. wO finds one matched operator (o2) for task (o2). After applying the operator (o2)
to the state, the state becomes: (r3 pl p2), and the partial plan is (ol o2).
6. For task (j2), wO finds two reductions: (o3) and (o4). Since the oracle is empty,
wO takes the first reduction (o3), and sends an oracle message (1) to m.
7. m sends an oracle message (1) to w l.
8. wO cannot find a simple plan for task (o3) since the precondition (r2 r3) of
operator (o3) is not satisfied. So wO retums fail.
9. Once wl receives the oracle message (1) from m, wl starts re-computing from the
initial state until it reaches the choice-point.
10. Between the two reductions (o3) and (o4), wO chooses the second reduction,
which is (o4), according to the oracle. After applying the operator (o4) to the
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current state, the state becomes; (pl p2 p4). The task list becomes empty, wl
retums plan (ol o2 o4) to m.
11. When m receives the solution from wl, the whole procedure stops.
We do not show how DSHOP-« works here because there is no big difference
between DSHOP- «> and DSHOP-n.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

The DSHOP planning system is implemented in C++ linked with MPI library. It is a
distributed-memory multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) system. It runs on
SHARCNET.
We implemented both copying-based DSHOP-oo system (DSHOPC-oo) and
recomputation-based DSHOP-oo system (DSHOPR-oo). We compared these two
systems to see which one could find a plan faster, and which one had less overhead. We
also

implemented

both

copying-based

DSHOP-n

system

(DSHOPC-«)

and

recomputation-based DSHOP-n system (DSHOPR-n). We want to know how the
DSHOP performs with variant fixed '"sendoutlevel”. We also compared these four
DSHOP systems with the Java version implementation of SHOP (JSHOP) to see how
much speedup could be gained from parallelism.

4.1 Inputs and outputs
In order to do planning in a given planning domain, DSHOP needs to be given
knowledge about that domain. Like JSHOP, DSHOP system needs two plain text files as
inputs, one of which is the domain definition file that contains operators and methods,
one of which is the problem definition file that contains the description of the initial state
and a task list that needs to be accomplished. The file format is the same as in JSHOP.
In the domain definition file, a set of operators and methods are defined in the same
form as in JSHOP. For instance, the example domain we used in Chapter 3 can be
represented as following:
54
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;;; Simple artificial domain example for DSHOP
(defdomain artificial-domainOl
(

;; operators
(:operator

!ol)
(rl) (r3))
(rl) )
(pl)))

(:operator

!o2)
(r2) (r3))
(r2) )
(p2)))

(:operator

!o3)
(r2) (r3))
(r3) )
(p3)))

(:operator

!o4)
(r3) )
(r3))
(p4)))

;; methods
(:method (init)

0
((jl)

(j2)))

(:method

(jl)
((rl))
((!ol) (!o2)))

(:method

(j 2)
((r2))
((!o3)))

(:method

(j 2)
((pl))
((!o4)))))

In the problem definition file, the initial state and a task list are given as below:
;; name: artificial-domainOl-problemOl.shp

(defproblem ad-testl
((rl) (r2)
((init))

(r3)

//the initial state
//the task list

)
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Given the above domain and problem files as input, DSHOP generates the following
plan as output:
(!ol)
(!o2)
(!o4)

4.2 Domains
Like SHOP, DSHOP is a domain-independent planning system. It can be applied on
different domains. We proposed to do experiments on three domains: BlocksWorld [39],
Logistics [52], and artificial domains.
At first, we tried to use BlocksWorld [39] and Logistics [52] planning domains to
analyze the performance of DSHOP because these two domains had been used in the
experiments of SHOP, but we found that DSHOP could not get better performance on
these two domains. The reason that DSHOP could not gain much speedup on
BlocksWorld problem and Logistics problem was simply because there was no
backtracking during the planning process.
We ran tests for the BlocksWorld domain on a set of 100 randomly generated
problems. Each problem consists of A = 5 ,1 0 ,1 5 ,..., 100 blocks to be relocated. And we
also performed tests for the Logistics transportation domain on a set of 100 randomly
generated problems. Each problem consists o f N = 10, 15, ..., 60 packages to be
delivered [37]. From those experiments, we observed that due to the very good searchcontrol knowledge defined in the domain descriptions of the BlocksWorld and Logistics
problems, the planning process did not involve any backtracking. It meant that in
BlocksWorld and Logistics problems, at each step of the planning process, SHOP could
determinatively choose a simple plan for a primitive task or a simple reduction for a
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compound task. Since at each step of the planning process, there was no alternative
needing to be explored, even if we allocated more than one processor for each run of
DSHOP, only one processor could get the job, and the others all remained idle. That is
why DSHOP could not do better than SHOP on BlocksWorld and Logistics problems
with the well-defined domain descriptions.
So, does that mean that DSHOP cannot improve on SHOP at all?
To study whether the use of DSHOP algorithm leads to better performance, we
carried out various experiments based on a set of randomly generated artificial domains
that involve a certain amount of backtracking. We ran both copying-based DSHOP
planning system and recomputation-based DSHOP planning system on those domains.
For DSHOP-n, we choose the n as 4. We compared the results with JSHOP’s
performance on those domains to see whether or not DSHOP could have speedup when
backtracking was involved.
We randomly generated a set of Artificial domains with average branching factors
(abf) = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0. In a search tree, average branching factor is
the average number of children for each node. In our experiments, there is only one
solution for each problem respectively. Generally, the solution can be anywhere in a
search tree. Obviously, if the solution is at the leftmost of the search tree, DSHOP cannot
make any improvement with extra processors because the first worker will find the
solution without any backtracking. In our experiments, we force the solutions always at
the rightmost of the search trees. We want to evaluate how the performance of DSHOP
changes with different amounts of backtracking involved during the planning process.
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We also want to test how DSHOP performs with larger number of processors when the
average branching factor is high.

4.3 Results: DSHOPC-oo vs. DSHOPR-oo
We collected the elapsed time, exchanged message size, recomputing time, actual
working time, idle time, and data format converting time for each test run. For the
DSHOP, the elapsed time is calculated from the time the manager sends out the first
message to one of the workers until the first message is received with a solution from one
of the workers. For the JSHOP, the elapsed time is calculated from the time the planner
starts searching until a solution is found. Time spent on reading and converting the input
domain and problem text files is not included. All the timings (including JSHOP,
DSHOPC- oo, DSHOPR- oo, DSHOPC-n, DSHOPR-n) were performed on SHARCNET.
In our experiments, we fix the “sendoutleveF as 4 for DSHOP-n systems.
Figure 4.3.1 shows the elapsed times of
manager, one worker),
and

JSH O P

D S H O P R -oo

D S H O P C -oo

(with two processors: one

(with two processors: one manager, one worker),

working on a set of Artificial domains with different average branching

factors.
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4

4.5

5

Average branching factor
Figure 4.3.1: Elapsed times (in seconds) with one worker on artificial domains
In figure 4.3.1, the x-axis gives average branching factors of the problems, and the yaxis gives the elapsed times in seconds. As we can see from figure 4.3.1, DSHOPR-o°
did really bad in our experiments. The reason of that is because of the high percentage of
recomputation (up to 90%). In our experiments, for all of the problems, DSHOPC-«> ran
faster than JSHOP even with only one worker.
We show the speedups

o f D S H O P C -oo

obtained with up to twelve workers for each

of the above eight artificial domains with different average branching factor in table
4.3.1. And we show the speedups

o f D S H O P R -oo

in table 4.3.2. We compare all the

parallel timings with the one-worker parallel runs to calculate the speedups. In the
experiments, we observed that there was a big difference between elapsed times for same
problems. That’s because the network load varies firom time to time caused by other jobs.
Since the average values reflect these variances which have nothing to do with our
implementations, we choose to use the best runs for our performance analysis [34].
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Artificial
domains
with
different
average
branching
factor

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

1.5

2.112

0.999
(2.11)

0.541
(3.90)

0.408
(5.18)

0.397
(5.32)

0.382
(5.53)

0.354
(5.97)

75

2.0

10.825

5.372
(2.02)

2.740
(3.95)

1.816
(5.96)

1.634
(6.62)

1.338
(8.09)

1.228
(8.82)

589

2.5

31.176

15.146
(2.06)

7.743
(4.03)

5.153
(6.05)

4.210
(7.41)

3.386
(9.21)

3.075
(10.14)

1632

3.0

59.718

29.229
(2.04)

14.360
(4.16)

9.707
(6.15)

7.556
(7.90)

6.141
(9.72)

5.411
(11.04)

3404

3.5

139.555

69.087
(2.02)

32.155
(4.34)

23.978
(5.82)

19.518
(7.15)

17.229
(8.10)

15.136
(9.22)

6468

4.0

265.721

130.89
(2.03)

76.523
(3.47)

50.121
(5.30)

45.235
(5.87)

42.460
(6.23)

37.389
(7.11)

16152

4.5

510.359

320.455
(1.59)

201.083
(2.54)

168.942
(3.02)

156.763
(3.25)

142.744
(3.57)

138.781
(3.68)

25480

5.0

978.456

631.261
(1.55)

453.332
(2.16)

378.064
(2.58)

342.131
(2.85)

326.772
(2.99)

319.405
(3.06)

50568

Number of workers

Total
jobs

Table 4.3.1. DSHOPC-«>: elapsed times (s) and speedups of the Artificial domains
From the above table, we can see that the speedups are pretty good when the average
branching factor is under 4.0. In our testing domains, when the average branching factor
is above 4.0, the numbers of jobs become very large. When the number of jobs is huge, it
seems that there is not much space for any further improvement even with more
processors. The main reason for this slowdown of speedups is because in these test
domains, the numbers of jobs are very large, so that the portion of the idle time increases
dramatically since most of the time is spent on sending and receiving job messages
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among the manager processor and the worker processors. As a centralized scheduler, the
manager processor can not deal with the large amount of messages received from all the
workers as quickly as the workers do their planning jobs. The manager becomes a
bottleneck, and the scheduling costs too much time. We will discuss this issue in more
detail in section 4.6.

Artificial
domains
with
different
average
branching
factor

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

1.5

9.882

5.558
(1.78)

3.118
(3.17)

2.407
(4.11)

2.279
(4.34)

1.790
(5.52)

1.645
(6.01)

75

2.0

103.168

51.306
(2.01)

25.864
(3.99)

17.683
(5.83)

13.121
(7.86)

10.94
(9.43)

8.991
(11.47)

589

2.5

313.252

156.812
(2.00)

78.6
(3.99)

52.404
(5.98)

39.121
(8.01)

33.023
(9.48)

27.237
(11.50)

1632

3.0

451.284

223.707
(2.02)

112.061
(4.02)

74.823
(6.03)

56.013
(8.06)

45.342
(9.95)

37.875
(11.92)

3404

3.5

1326.09

630.891
(2.10)

309.513
(4.28)

206.284
(6.43)

152.507
(8.69)

124.453
(10.66)

103.734
(12.78)

6468

4.0

3412.18

1612.28
(2.12)

787.383
(4.33)

513.687
(6.64)

342.162
(9.97)

300.047
(11.37)

258.79
(13.19)

16152

4.5

6468.66

2623.36
(2.47)

1373.38
(4.71)

949.28
(6.81)

647.052
(9.99)

549.169
(11.79)

450.513
(14.36)

25480

5.0

11588.4

4672.45
(2.48)

2461.1
(4.71)

1516.41
(7.64)

1096.99
(10.56)

948.922
(12.21)

749.694
(15.46)

50568

Number of workers

Total
jobs

Table 4.3.2. DSHOPR-«>: elapsed times (s) and speedups of the Artificial domains
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From above table, we see that although the speedups are very good in DSHOPR- oo,
the average elapsed time is much higher than in DSHOPC- oo. As we said previously, the
reason for that is because of the high percentage of recomputation (up to 90%). We will
discuss this issue in more detail in section 4.7.

-D SH O PC (12 w o rk e rs )
-D SH O PR (12 w o rk e rs)
JS H O P

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

A v erag e b ra n c h in g fa c to r

Figure 4.3.2. Elapsed times (in seconds)
Figure 4.3.2 shows the elapsed times o f DSHOPC-oo (with 12 workers), DSHOPRoo (with 12 workers), and JSHOP working on a set of Artificial domains. The x-axis

gives the average branching factors, and the y-axis gives the elapsed times in seconds.

4.4 Results: DSHOPC-4 vs. DSHOPR-4
To reduce the high scheduling cost in DSHOPC-oo, we fixed the ‘‘s endoutlever as 4
in DSHOPC-4 to send out the altematives only at the first 4 levels of the search tree and
to let each worker explore the rest of the sub-tree by itself respectively. In this way, we
reduced the number of jobs that the manager needs to deal with.
To reduce the high recomputation cost in DSHOPR-oo, we fixed the “sendoutlever
as 4 in DSHOPR-4 to send out the altematives only at the first 4 levels of the search tree
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and to let each worker explore the rest of the sub-tree by itself respectively. In this way,
we reduced the recomputation cost.
Figure 4.4.1 shows the elapsed times of DSHOPC-4 (with two processors: one
manager, one worker), DSHOPR-4 (with two processors: one manager, one worker), and
JSHOP working on a set of Artificial domains with different average branching factors.
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Figure 4.4.1. Elapsed times (in seconds)
In figure 4.4.1, the x-axis gives the average branching factors of the problems, and the
y-axis gives the elapsed times in seconds. As we can see firom figure 4.4.1, DSHOPC-4
and DSHOPR-4 did pretty good in our experiments. In our experiments, for all of the
problems, DSHOPC-4 and DSHOPR-4 ran faster than JSHOP even with only one
worker.
We show the speedups of DSHOPC-4 obtained with up to twelve workers for each of
the above eight artificial domains with different average branching factor in table 4.4.1.
And we show the speedups of DSHOPR-4 in table 4.4.2. We compare all the parallel
timings with the one-worker parallel runs to calculate the speedups.
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Artificial
domains
with
different
average
branching
factor

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

1.5

2.068

1.172
(1.76)

1.107
(1.87)

0.916
(2.26)

0.770
(2.69)

0.743
(2.78)

0.708
(2.92)

12

2.0

5.705

3.136
(1.82)

2.601
(2.19)

2.452
(2.33)

2.108
(2.71)

2.054
(2.78)

1.924
(2.96)

15

2.5

16.207

8.875
(1.83)

7.254
(2.23)

6.721
(2.41)

5.949
(2.72)

5.688
(2.85)

5.302
(3.05)

68

3.0

42.808

23.415
(1.83)

18.868
(2.27)

17.411
(2.46)

15.633
(2.74)

14.873
(2.88)

14.045
(3.05)

81

3.5

57.807

31.068
(1.86)

25.034
(2.31)

23.132
(2.50)

20.729
(2.79)

19.884
(2.91)

18.836
(3.07)

204

4.0

174.484

93.179
(1.87)

74.585
(2.34)

69.599
(2.51)

61.923
(2.82)

58.879
(2.96)

56.924
(3.07)

256

4.5

340.643

172.167
(1.98)

125.948
(2.70)

111.995
(3.04)

107.247
(3.17)

105.474
(3.23)

96.778
(3.52)

570

5.0

512.323

247.465
(2.07)

180.169
(2.84)

167.264
(3.06)

160.411
(3.19)

152.994
(3.35)

143.18
(3.58)

625

Number of workers

Total
jobs

Table 4.4.1. DSHOPC-4: elapsed times (s) and speedups of the Artificial domains
From table 4.4.1, we observe that DSHOPC-4 did better than D S H O P C - o n
problems with abf = 4.5, and 5.0, but the average speedup was not as good as in
D S H O P C - o n problems with abf = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0. When we fix the
’'sendoutlever, the number of messages sent by DSHOPC-n is less (only send out top
levels of the tree), so the scheduling problem in D S H O P C - i s solved. That’s why
DSHOPC-4 did better than D S H O P C - o n problems with abf = 4.5, and 5.0. On the
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other hand, when we fix the ''sendoutlever, we are less able to distribute work when
"’sendoutlever is small leading to more idle processors.

Artificial
domains
with
different
average
branching
factor

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

1.5

2.078

1.082
(1.92)

0.738
(2.81)

0.684
(3.04)

0.596
(3.48)

0.524
(3.96)

0.498
(4.17)

12

2.0

10.545

5.325
(1.98)

3.720
(2.83)

3.438
(3.08)

2.981
(3.54)

2.629
(4.01)

2.332
(4.52)

15

2.5

24.923

12.589
(1.98)

8.775
(2.84)

8.013
(3.11)

6.615
(3.76)

6.049
(4.12)

5.577
(4.46)

68

3.0

48.643

24.201
(2.01)

16.832
(2.89)

14.807
(3.28)

12.835
(3.79)

11.807
(4.12)

10.785
(4.51)

81

3.5

124.883

61.824
(2.02)

42.332
(2.95)

36.225
(3.45)

32.608
(3.83)

30.155
(4.14)

27.386
(4.56)

204

4.0

251.801

122.899
(2.04)

72.356
(3.48)

61.128
(4.11)

55.248
(4.55)

52.127
(4.83)

49.936
(5.04)

256

4.5

379.831

160.397
(2.37)

106.574
(3.56)

89.163
(4.26)

80.684
(4.71)

78.629
(4.83)

74.565
(5.10)

570

5.0

676.265

268.359
(2.52)

170.773
(3.96)

140.877
(4.80)

128.273
(5.27)

121.327
(5.57)

114.516
(5.91)

625

Number of workers

Total
jobs

Table 4.4.2. DSHOPR-4: elapsed times (s) and speedups of the Artificial domains
From table 4.4.2, we observe that DSHOPR-4 did much better than DSHOPR-oo on
all the problems since it reduced a lot of recomputation cost. We will compare the
recomputation cost between DSHOPR- oo and DSHOPR-4 in section 4.7.
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Figure 4.4.2. Elapsed times (in seconds)
Figure 4.4.2 shows the elapsed times of DSHOPC-4 (with 12 workers), DSHOPR-4
(with 12 workers), and JSHOP working on a set of Artificial domains. The x-axis gives
the average branching factors, and the y-axis gives the elapsed times in seconds.
In our experiments, the performances of DSHOPC-4 and DSHOPR-4 are pretty close.
Although with one worker, DSH0PC-4’s performance is a little bit better than DSHOPR4’s, the average speedup of DSHOPR-4 is a little bit better than DSHOPC-4. In next
section, we will compare the performances of these two systems when the value of
“sendoutlever changes.

4.5 Results: DSHOPC-n vs. DSHOPR-n
We try to reduce the high scheduling cost in DSHOPC- oo and the high recomputation
cost in DSHOPR- oo by fixing the ‘‘sendoutlever in DSHOPC-n and DSHOPR-n. In the
previous section, we chose n as 4. We also want to know how DSHOPC-n and DSHOPRn perform when the value of n differs.
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Figure 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 4.5.5, 4.5.6, and 4.5.7 show DSHOPC-n and
DSHOPR-n’s performance on one of the problems (abf = 4.5) with iV= 1, 2, 4, ..., 12
workers when n = 1,2, 3, 5,6,7, 8 Q^sendoutlever) respectively.
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Figure 4.5.1: DSHOPC-1 vs. DSHOPR-1 on the problem with abf = 4.5
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Figure 4.5.2; DSHOPC-2 vs. DSHOPR-2 on the problem with abf = 4.5
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Figure 4.5.3; DSHOPC-3 vs. DSHOPR-3 on the problem with abf = 4.5
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Figure 4.5.4: DSHOPC-5 vs. DSHOPR-5 on the problem with abf = 4.5
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Figure 4.5.5: DSHOPC-6 vs. DSHOPR-6 on the problem with abf = 4.5
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Figure 4.5.6: DSHOPC-7 vs. DSHOPR-7 on the problem with abf = 4.5
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Figure 4.5.7: DSHOPC-8 vs. DSHOPR-8 on the problem with abf = 4.5
From the above five figures, we can see that in our experiments, DSHOPC-n and
DSHOPR-n always have similar performances when the value of n differs. When n
increases, the communication and scheduling overheads increase in DSHOPC-n, and the
recomputation overheads increase in DSHOPR-n. On the other hand, when n decreases,
there is less work that can be distributed, so the idle time may increase. Depending on the
average branching factor, there may be a tradeoff formula.
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4.6 Communication overhead
For DSHOPC-n, the main execution overheads are due to scheduling, communication
and data format converting.
As we observed in section 4.4, for DSHOPC-<», when the number of jobs is high
(e.g., 25480, 50568), it seems that there is not much room for any further improvement
even with more processors. In the following tables, we analysis the DSHOPC-°o
performance in the artificial domain with average branching factor 4.5 and 5.0
respectively. We give the average working time, and the data format converting time. The
column of “Idle” is calculated by the average time of each worker waiting for receiving
job messages from the manager.

The “Idle” time actually consisted of two parts:

scheduling, and communication. We also give the average percentage of elapsed time
spent in different activities by all the workers.
We did experiments to test the message exchange speed on SHARCNET. In the
experiments, one processor kept sending a message of size 10,000 bytes to another
processor 10,000 times. We ran this program 50 times, and the average elapsed time was
1.289 seconds. So it meant that it cost 1.289 / 10,000 seconds (i.e., 0.1289 milliseconds)
to transfer a 10,000 bytes message from one processor to another. In our experiments, the
average message size in DSHOPC-o<>

was under 500 bytes. So we think the

communication overhead in DSHOPC- <» is quite low. The high percentage of “Idle”
time is mainly caused by the scheduling.
One thing to be noted here is that the above communication cost was measured based
on two processors on two different nodes. On SHARCNET, one node is a four-processor,
833Mhz, Alpha SMP (symmetric multi-processors) systems. If the allocated two
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processors are both on a same node, the communication speed is faster than on different
nodes. In our experiments of DSHOP, when the required number of processors was under
or equal to 4, we would explicitly request processors on different nodes. When the
required number of processors exceeded 4, it was not necessary to do so since over 4
processors could not be on one node. In fact, in our experiments, we observed that in
most cases, the allocated processors were seldom on the same nodes.
Table 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 give the percentage of time spent in working, communication
and scheduling, data converting for two of the problems with different numbers of
workers for DSHOPC-

.
Workers

Activity
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

Working

334.788
(65%)

178.709
(56%)

82.145
(41%)

54.383
(32%)

42.167
(27%)

28.928
(20%)

24.802
(17%)

Idle

89.639
(18%)

93.445
(29%)

97.621
(48%)

100.331
(60%)

103.573
(66%)

105.742
(74%)

107.256
(78%)

Data
converting

85.932
(17%)

48.301
(15%)

21.317
(11%)

14.228
(8%)

11.023
(7%)

8.074
(6%)

6.723
(5%)

Table 4.6.1: DSHOPC-°o: % Time spent in activities for the problem with abf = 4.5
Workers
Activity
Working
Idle
Data
converting

1

2

4

6

8

10

12

630.529
(65%)
198.126
(20%)
149.801
(15%)

350.821
(56%)
204.271
(32%)
76.169
(12%)

193.798
(43%)
211.821
(47%)
47.713
(10%)

127.338
(34%)
219.436
(58%)
31.290
(8%)

94.871
(28%)
224.129
(65%)
23.131
(7%)

77.090
(23%)
231.483
(71%)
18.199
(6%)

63.136
(20%)
240.135
(75%)
16.134
(5%)

Table 4.6.2: DSHOPC-o«: % Time spent in activities for the problem with abf = 5.0
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As we can see from the above table, the actual working time and data format
converting time decrease when the number of workers increases, but the idle time
increases. The reason that the idle time remains so high is because the number of job
messages is very large. For each worker, most of the time is spent on receiving job
messages from the manager, and the manager processor has to deal with (receive and
send out) the large amount of messages, so that the manager becomes the bottleneck. No
matter how many workers have been allocated, the time that the manager spends on
scheduling and communication cannot be reduced. And adding more workers even slows
down the scheduling process because the manager processor has to deal with more
workers.
We roughly measure the communication overhead by calculating the total number of
messages sent out by the manager and their sizes. In SHARCNET, the size of an integer
is 4 bytes, while the size of a char is 1 byte. As can be seen in table 4.6.4, the message
sizes and the numbers of jobs in DSHOPR-4 are very small.
Table 4.6.3 shows the communication overhead for both D S H O P C - a n d
DSHOPC-oo. And table 4.6.4 shows the communication overhead for DSHOPC-4 and
DSHOPR-4.
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Artificial
domains with
different
average
branching
factor

DSHOPR-oo

DSHOPC DSHOPC-oo:

75

Total
message
size
(bytes)
35332

Average
message
size
(bytes)
46

Number
of jobs

Total
message
size
(bytes)

75

3456

1.5

Average
message
size
(bytes)
471

2.0

481

589

283332

122

589

71984

2.5

483

1632

788256

128

1632

208892

3.0

476

3404

1620304

134

3404

456132

3.5

489

6468

3162852

136

6468

879644

4.0

465

16152

7510680

137

16152

2212828

4.5

457

25480

11644360

142

25480

3618168

5.0

484

50568

24474912

148

50568

7484060

Number
ofjobs

Table 4.6.3: Communication overheads in D S H O P C - a n d DSHOPR-oo

Artificial
domains with
different
average
branching
factor

DSHOPR-4

DSHOPC-4

12

Total
message
size
(bytes)
37

12

15

49

17381

14

68

238

81

21044

14

81

284

258

204

52554

14

204

735

4.0

265

256

67920

15

256

939

4.5

258

570

147150

15

570

2136

5.0

271

625

169400

15

625

2344

Number
ofjobs

Total
message
size
(bytes)

12

2855

Average
message
size
(bytes)
12

1.5

Average
message
size
(bytes)
238

2.0

254

15

3805

2.5

255

68

3.0

260

3.5

Number
ofjobs

Table 4.6.4: Communication overheads in DSHOPC-4 and DSHOPR-4
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4.7 Recomputation overhead
For DSHOPR-oo, the main execution overheads are due to recomputation. So we want to
know the percentage of time spent on recomputation. Table 4.7.1 gives the percentage of
time spent in working and recomputing for one of the problems with different numbers of
workers for DSHOPR- ©o.
Workers
Activity
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

Working

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Idle

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Recomputation

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

Table4.7.1; DSHOPR-oo; % Time spent for the problem with abf =3.5
To reduce the high recomputation cost in DSHOPR-

, we fixed the ""sendoutlever

as 4 in DSHOPR-4. Table 4.7.2 gives the percentage of time spent in working and
recomputing for one of the problems with different numbers of workers DSHOPR-4.
Workers
Activity
1

2

4

6

8

10

12

Working

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

Idle

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Recomputation

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Table 4.7.2: DSHOPR-4: % Time spent for the problem with abf = 3.5
As we can see from table 4.7.2, the percentage of recomputation is very low. That’s
because we reduce the recomputation overhead by fixing the '"'sendoutlever. But we also
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observed that since we only send out the top levels of the alternatives, the workers have
to explore the rest of the sub-trees entirely, which makes the working time high. If we
increase the ‘‘''sendoutlever, the working time may be reduced, but the recomputation cost
will increase. In our experiments, we choose the "‘‘sendoutlever' as 4. Although it may not
be the best setting for every problems with different numbers of workers, we found it did
pretty good in most cases.

4.8 Discussion
The performance evaluation shows that, on average, the proposed algorithm DSHOP
gives good improvement when backtracking involved in the planning process. Overall, in
our experiments, D S H O P C - has better performance than DSHOPR-oo, and DSHOPC4 has similar performance with DSHOPR-4.

DSHOPC-oo can gain significant speedup with multiple processors when the number
of total jobs is not very large. The reason that DSHOPC-oo could not get good
performance in the problems with high amount of jobs is because of the scheduling
bottleneck. The revised version DSHOPC-4 solved this problem by fixing the
‘"sendoutlever'. But on the other hand, when we fix the ""sendoutlever, we are less able to
distribute work when ""sendoutlever is small leading to more idle processors.
The original DSHOPR-oo did not get good performance because of the high
percentage of recomputation cost. The revised version DSHOPR-4 reduced a lot of
recomputation overhead and solved the scheduling problem by fixing the ""sendoutlever.
This strategy is especially useful when the number of total jobs is large. DSHOPR-4 can
gain good speedup with multiple processors when the number of total jobs is large.
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CHAPTER 5. RELATED WORK

Distributed planning refers to an environment in which planning activity is distributed
across multiple agents, processes, or sites [11]. As we discussed previously, distributed
planning can be categorized into centralized planning for distributed plans, distributed
planning for centralized plans, and distributed planning for distributed plans. DSHOP is
in the category of distributed planning for centralized plans.
In DSHOP system, the planning process is distributed among multiple processors,
each of which works on finding a complete plan. There are several different approaches
to distributed plaiming for centralized plans. In this chapter, we will discuss some related
work, and compare our approach to the others.

5.1 A-SHOP
Dix and his colleagues integrated the SHOP planning system with the IMPACT [16]
multi-agent environment into A-SHOP (an agentized version of SHOP) algorithm [14].
IMPACT is a platform for agents collaborating together. In IMPACT, agents
commimicate with other agents by sending and receiving messages through the network.
In IMPACT, an agent is a program supporting behaviors such as ongoing execution,
intelligence, mobility, reactivity, communication planning, and more. Each agent has a
set of associated actions such as send messages, create file, modify request and execute,
etc. An IMPACT agent consists of:
•

a set of data types

•

a set of functions manipulating those types
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•

a set of actions

•

a set of action constraints

•

an agent program

The agentization procedure is a methodology for transforming a program to an agent.
It should do the following:
•

describe data types manipulated by program

•

describe I/O types of function calls

•

select/define actions that can be executed by agent

•

define action constraints

•

define agent’s agent program

For example, SHOP can be agentized to a planning agent in IMPACT. Figure 5.1.1
illustrates an IMPACT architecture.

IMPACT Server
SHOP

agent

agent

Network
agent U.
IMPACT Server

agent

IMPACT Server
agent

Figure 5.1.1: SHOP as a planning agent in IMPACT
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In IMPACT, agents communicate with other agents through the network. Not only
can they send out and receive messages from other agents, they can also ask the IMPACT
server to find out services that other agents offer [14].
A-SHOP is the IMPACT version of SHOP. It plans with external information
sources. Traditionally, AI planners evaluate preconditions internally. In A-SHOP, the
preconditions of operators and methods are evaluated externally by other IMPACT
agents, and after the application of operators, the states of the IMPACT agents are
changed.
A-SHOP had been tested on a simplified version of the Noncombatant evacuation
operations (NEO) planning domain, where data needed for the planning process is
distributed and heterogeneous. These data were stored in other agents. Once the A-SHOP
planning agent needed these data, it sent a request to other agents. The experiments
showed that most of the time was spent on communication with those agents that carried
the data.
A-SHOP just allows A-SHOP to gather information from distributed sources and
communicate with other agents. They have not yet implemented multiple copies of ASHOP running concurrently.

5.2 DSIPE
CorkilTs distributed version of Sacerdoti’s NOAH [46] planner was one of the earliest
efforts in distributed HTN planning [9]. In the distributed NOAH, each distributed
process has its own sub-goal to accomplish, and maintains a partial view of each other’s
sub-plans. Just like SIPE is conceptually descended fi'om NOAH, Desjardins and
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Wolverton’s distributed SIPE (system for interactive planning and execution) [13] is
conceptually descended from Corkill’s distributed NOAH. DSIPE extends the ideas in
distributed NOAH by focusing on efficient communication among multiple planning
processors and on creating a common partial view of other planning processors’ sub
plans for each planning processor. DSIPE is a fiilly-implemented distributed HTN
planning system, and has been demonstrated to end users in the US Maritime planning
community [13].

Coordinating
Planning Cell
Sub-plans

Sub-plans
Goal assignment!

Coordinating B

Planning Cell A
Relevant constraints
and sub-goals

Figure 5.2.1: DSIPE architecture
DSHOP and DSIPE have something in common. For example, DSHOP is a
distributed version of SHOP. DSIPE is a distributed version of SlPE-2. SHOP and SIPE
are both HTN planners. And like DSHOP, multiple copies of the DSIPE planner run on
separate processors that are connected across a network.

But there are still several

differences between DSHOP and DSIPE:
•

DSHOP is performing the OR-parallel computation, while DSIPE is performing
the AND-parallel computation.
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•

In DSIPE, distributed processes communicate with each other via message
passing using KQML (knowledge query message language), while in DSHOP
using MPl.

•

In DSIPE, the manager partitions the sub-goals among workers, and the workers
expand their sub-plans separately. At the end of the planning process, the manager
merges the sub-plans together to a complete plan. While in DSHOP, each worker
works on finding a complete plan, no sub-goals. Our solution is simpler, and
reduces the communication overhead.

•

In DSIPE, workers can communicate with each other. Each worker has a view of
how other workers’ sub-plans related to its local planning decisions. While in
DSHOP, workers only communicate with the manager, and they do not need to
communicate with each other.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Planning has been an important subject in the area of AI for over three decades. Planning
is the problem of seeking a series of actions that will accomplish a desired goal (that is, a
plan).
Traditional centralized AI planning may not meet the need for solving problems in
dynamic, complex, real-world domains. It is natural to think of using multiple processes
working together to speed up the planning procedure. Distributed AI Planning has been
developed over more than twenty years, and much research is concerned with Distributed
HTN planning due to its hierarchical structure.
The distributed HTN planning architecture should provide a coordination method, a
communication structure, and distributed versions of planning algorithms.
Although distributed HTN planning has been the focus of research for years, it is a
still-maturing field. Distributed HTN planning involves many issues such as
synchronization of multi agents, task decomposition, task allocation, conflict resolution
and negotiation, information management, and plan merging.

6.1 Conclusions
We have developed a distributed version of SHOP (DSHOP). We have implemented a
copying-based DSHOPC-°o planning system, a recomputation-based DSHOPRplanning system, DSHOPC-« planning system, and DSHOPR-n planning system (n can
vary, in our experiments, we chose n as 4). All DSHOP systems ran on SHARCNET, and
used the message-passing model to allow multiple processes to communicate. DSHOP
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adopts manager/worker architecture, in which one process functions as a manager that
distributes the jobs to the other processes, which are workers. The manager and workers
communicate with each other via message-passing using send and receive functions in
MPI library. In DSHOPC-n, a job message consists of the information about current state,
remaining task list, and partial plan, while in DSHOPR-n, a job message is an oracle,
which is a set of integer.
From our experiments, we can see that the proposed algorithm DSHOP gives good
improvement when backtracking involved in the planning process. In our experiments,
DSHOPC- oo could not get good performance in problems with a high number of jobs
because of the scheduling bottleneck, so we tried to solve this problem by fixing the
''sendoutlever in DSHOPC-4. In our experiments, DSHOPR- oo did not do well due to
the high percentage of recomputation overhead (up to 90%), so we used DSHOPR-4 to
reduce the recomputation overhead. DSHOPC-oo has better performance than DSHOPRoo , and DSHOPC-4 has similar performance with DSHOPR-4.

From our experiments, we also learn that in DSHOPC-4 and DSHOPR-4, for a given
problem, the ratio of speedup would slow down once the allocated processors exceeds a
certain number. The reason is that since we only send out the top levels of the
altematives, the workers have to explore the rest of the sub-trees entirely, which makes
the working time remain high.
The results of our experiments seem satisfying for our current un-optimized state of
DSHOP system. Moreover, DSHOP system is designed to rely on processor-processor
message passing and local memories. This makes our system scalable, so that it can be
easily extended to deal with large problems with a large number of processors.
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Although we have developed our formalism only for SHOP, we believe that a similar
approach could be used to implement the distributed version of other AI planners.

6.2 Future work
Although DSHOP can not gain much speedup on both BlocksWorld and Logistics
problems due to the fact that there is no backtracking involved during the planning
process, DSHOP still has the potential for speedup. We ran the experiments in the
randomly generated artificial domains that had backtracking involved. The experiments
show that DSHOP can have significant

speedup against JSHOP with backtracking

involved.
As we discussed previously, in the BlocksWorld and Logistics problems, the reason
that DSHOP could not have much improvement is because there was no backtracking.
And the reason that the SHOP planning process did not involve any backtracking is due
to the very good search-control knowledge defined in the domain descriptions. So
instinctively, we think that if we re-specify the domains for BlocksWorld and Logistics
problems and provide weaker or looser search-control knowledge to introduce more
altemative choice-points, DSHOP can make use of multiple processors to speedup the
planning process. In other words, there is a knowledge/processor tradeoff. It means that
DSHOP can make the domain specification easier.
We implemented the basic DSHOPC and DSHOPR systems. We also implemented a
revised version of DSHOPC, which is DSHOPC-n system, and a revised version of
DSHOPR, which is DSHOPR-n system (n can vary, in our experiments, we chose n as 4).
There are a number of optimizations that can be made to improve the performance. For
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instance, in our implementations, we used one centralized manager for scheduling. When
the numbers of workers and jobs increase, a single manager would become a bottleneck.
To solve this problem, we can divide the allocated processors into several groups. Each
group has its own sub-manager, and each group is only responsible for a subset of the
parallel choice-points [34].
We also can use incremental recomputation in DSHOPR as another way to reduce the
amount of recomputation for each worker processor. For example, in [34], a partial
incremental recomputation has been implemented, in which a worker processor does not
need to recompute from the initial point to repeat those deterministic steps when it fails a
job, it only needs to recompute from the first cboice-point.
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